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Med Up in Lebanon

- Budget: 557,482 Euros
- Target Areas: Nationally; focus on North Lebanon and Bekaa
- SE grants: 10 competition winners in Lebanon
- Partners: No project partners
Ongoing Activities

Mapping exercise and country study:

● Mapping of SESOs and SEs has been conducted and delivered by local consultants BRD.

● There are over 100 organizations supporting entrepreneurship in Lebanon

● The country study is under way. It should be finalized in the coming two weeks.
Ongoing Activities

Advocacy Plan:

● An advocacy plan was developed for the roundtables, conferences and learning events.

SE competition scheme:

● A meeting was conducted to discuss the competition framework with Oxfam Novib experts.

● Work is in progress to align Med Up SE grants competition with the BADAEL competition.
Observations:

- In Lebanon, BADAEL, an EU MADAD funded project is being implemented by a consortium led by Oxfam. The project shares similar objectives and activities with Med Up.
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